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1. Introduction

Muon tracking detectors (MTD) [1] did successfully demonstrate that detectors, which mea-
sure the angle of each track, can be used to improve the precision in the measurement of the primary
particle direction, because the directions of muons are much better correlated with the primary CR
direction than any other secondary particle component in anextensive air shower (EAS) [2, 3, 4].
High energy gamma rays produce muons in the Earth’s atmosphere that can be detected and recon-
structed in relatively shallow underground muon detectors. Although muons of such low energy are
mostly produced by charged CRs, gamma produced muons can be identified, provided the detector
has sufficient effective area and resolution. Unlike air-Cherenkov telescopes muon detectors cover
a large fraction of the sky with a large duty cycle. The advantage is considerable in studying the
emission from highly variable sources. Moreover, background multi-muon bundles can be conve-
niently rejected without suppression of the predominantlysingle-muon gamma signal. Muons of
Eµ ≥ 1 GeV associated with primary photons of several tens of GeV provide an almost attenuation-
free window into the full depth of the Universe, suffering little from flux losses due to collisions
with IR and CMB radiation via electron pair production.

2. Gamma versus Proton induced Showers

The Vector Meson Dominance Model is usually employed for photo-nuclear interactions at
gamma energies above a few GeV. The critical role played by the event generators in predicting
the muon content of showers, is shown by the FLUKA code in Ref.[5] for both gammas and
protons at 100 GeV. Fig. 1 in Ref. [5] emphasizes a basic difference between gamma and proton
induced showers. Gamma primaries lead to a large fraction ofhigh-x secondaries. Proton primaries
produce dominantly low-x pions. Proton induced multiple interactions in the atmosphere lead to
relatively large angles, while a Gamma induced photo-pion process is confined to very forward
direction according to FLUKA simulations [6]. Valuable studies for gamma induced EAS show
that most muons are produced from tens of GeV photons [7, 8, 9].

Valuable simulation work from ref. [6] did provide e.g. Fig.1 where the dashed curve
represents a gamma flux spectrum impinging on the Earth atmosphere with a slope for the differ-
ential flux of α = 2.41. At low energy the gamma flux is strongly absorbed in the atmosphere
(λ air

em ≈ 60 gcm−2) what has an immediate impact on the number of muons reachingsea level per
primary photonNµ/Nγ . The resulting muon flux spectrum as a function of primary gamma energy
dΦµ/dEγ points to an integral dependence of the muon yield onEγ and, therefore, to an effective
gamma flux increase at threshold. The number of muons with energy above a threshold energy
Eµ in a shower initiated by a photon of energyEγ is given by Halzen et al. [13] in an analytical
form, where energies are adequate forEγ/Eµ > 10 . The number of gamma events in a detector of
effective areaAMT D = 128m2 [2] for Eγ above 10GeV amounts toSµ ≈ 50 muons per day to be
detected from Crab in the MTD. However the Mkn 421 source provided during its high flux flaring
episode (February-March 2010) an about 10 times higher flux thanCrab [10, 14, 15, 16], making
analysis a lot easier. Fig. 1 indicates that a muon energy cutequal to 0.15 GeV is sensitive to the
gamma energy region above about 10GeV . Experimental studies (see Fig. 2) allow to determine the
background muons from charged CRs. Above a muon energy of 0.8 GeV in a 0.25◦×0.25◦ pixel
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Figure 1: Simulation results (from ref. [6]) of the following quantities as a function of gamma ray energy:
the energy spectrum of the primary gamma rays (dΦγ/dEγ - dashed line), the multiplicity of muons at sea
level (Eµ > 0.15 GeV ) per primary gamma ray (Nµ/Nγ - filled squares) and the result of folding those two
(dΦµ/dEγ = Nµ/Nγ × dΦγ/dEγ - filled circles). The calculated values are joined with lines to guide the
eyes. Note that the differential fluxes are multiplied byEγ .

Nµ ≈ 40 background muon tracks per day are obtained. This pixel size is supported by the strong

focusing of the gamma induced muons. This rate leads for Crabto an estimatedSµ/N1/2
µ ≈ 10 for

50 h of free data taking.

3. Gamma Sources

To identify sources which emit high energy gammas and which are converted to single isolated
muons, we have the possibility to restrict the arrival direction and arrival time. In the analysis [4]
we use bin size∆δ = 0.25◦ and ∆α = 0.8∆δ/cosδ confined to specific regions on the sky to
investigate the MTD [2] sensitivity to specific gamma ray sources. Only specific arrival time
periods, where the corresponding source is high above the observer are chosen to accumulate clean
single muon events in theδ ×α plane. Gamma primaries above 10GeV produce on average equal
numbers ofµ+ or µ− from π+ or π− decays. When we restrict the MTD track analysis to single
isolated tracks with no accompanying particles we reduce the background muons from CRs by
about 2 orders of magnitude in a 0.25◦ ×0.25◦ bin in the sky. The selection of gamma-like tracks
leads to West deflection forµ− and East deflection forµ+ [6, 11] at the geographical location
(49◦ North) of the MTD.

Mkn 421 was studied in the zenith angle rangeΘ = 2◦ − 22◦. The source is a very active
Galaxy Nucleus showing strong variation in the X-ray and TeVgamma ray fluxes [17, 18] and a
hard (α = 1.90) differential flux spectrum [14]. From our muon tracking analysis the source is
shown in Fig. 2 at 11.08 h, 37.9◦, which is≈ 0.1◦ further away from the zenith and≈ 0.1◦ later
in time, with respect to the known position. This position isachieved [4] from negatively charged
muons employing a correction for the deflection of the muons proportional to the geomagnetic field
Bgeo: BE = 0.0,BN = 0.2,Bv = 0.5 in units of Gauss for the East, North and vertical component,
respectively [12]. This correction focuses on the dominating muon flux at the momentum threshold
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Figure 2: Single muon flux close to Mkn 421 source position (cross [19]), color code is in units of standard
deviation and contour lines are a maximum-likelihood fit [20] to the bin contents. Data were taken during a
X-ray [16] high flux flaring episode during February-March 2010.

(0.8 GeV ) (higher significance) and assumes a constant muon production height. The position of
the high energy gamma source studied with the MAGIC telescope [19] is given by the cross in
Fig. 2. Interestingly, the source significance in Fig. 2 is improved when employing days for which
appreciable X-ray flux (> 2.5) counts / sec is reported [10].

Crab was studied in the fairly inclined zenith angle rangeΘ = 20◦−40◦ and appears in single
muon tracking (Fig. 3) at 5.56 h, 21.9◦ which is≈ 0.1◦ further away from the zenith and≈ 0.1◦

later in time, compared to the known position of the Crab source. This position is achieved em-
ploying moderate corrections for the deflection of the muonsproportional to the geomagnetic field
Bgeo [12] effecting dominantly muons at the momentum threshold (0.8 GeV ). The position of the
source as quoted by the MAGIC group [19] is given by the cross in Fig. 3.

Fig. 3 shows a contour plot describing a maximum-likelihoodfit [20] to the bin contents
sampled over a grid of bin size∆δ = 0.25◦ and ∆α = 0.9∆δ/cosδ and smoothed afterwards,
employing high quality muon tracks weighted according to actual MTD efficiency. The contour
scale is in units of excess counts per smoothing radius [20].The displacement of the source
position and possible deformation is due to the geomagneticfield Bgeo and is expected to depend
on the momentum and production height of the muons and their orientation with respect to the
geomagnetic field components [12].

Gamma induced single isolated muon tracks (without correction for Bgeo) for negatively charged
muons can be identified as being bend (δµ ) towards the West from the actual Crab source position.
Only negatively charged muons which bend to the West side of the source position are considered
to fill an angular distance spectrum. The frequency of muon tracks as function of (1/δµ ) is plot-
ted in Fig. 4, resulting in steeply falling spectrum. The inverse angular distance is transformed to
muon momentum assuming a constant mean muon production height, apµ ×Bgeo dependence and
a muon momentum threshold of 0.8 GeV . In Fig. 4 the relative differential negative muon flux ver-
sus muon momentum is shown. FERMI-LAT observations [21] report for the differential gamma
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Figure 3: Single muon flux close to Crab source position [19]. Contour lines are a maximum-likelihood fit
[20] to the bin contents. Data were taken whenΘCrab ≤ 35◦.
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Figure 4: Relative negative muon flux close to Crab position as function of muon momentum assuming
E = 10× pµ. Dashed line shows a fit with spectral slope≈ 1.0.

flux two different slopes in this gamma energy range for the Crab nebula (α = 1.89) and Crab
pulsar (α = 2.08), respectively. According to the spectral slopes observed in Fig. 1 an improved
Eµ/Eγ relation may lead to aE−(≈0.8)

γ dependence. The scatter of the data points at high muon
momentum are due to the finite angular resolution and/or background contributions. For gamma
sources with an even harder energy spectrum a muon momentum spectrum can possibly be derived
when recording data during larger inclination with respectto the geomagnetic field.

4. Conclusions

High resolution muon tracking may provide a ground based technique for a wide field of view
and large duty cycle observations of gamma sources at a gammaenergy threshold of tens of GeV.
The behavior and influence of the atmospheric conditions hasto be further studied. The recording
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of temperature and pressure has to be improved by monitoringthe isobars for different weather
conditions.
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